
Over the past decade, many traditional retailers have struggled to find ways to maintain or 

increase in-store profits and engagement. They continue to face many challenges, including 

competing with both the traditional brick-and-mortar and the relatively more nimble online 

retailers. Perhaps their biggest challenge is modifying customer behavior so shoppers spend 

more time in stores. One type of tool that traditional retailers have used to address and overcome 

these challenges and bring the online world to the offline stores is to utilize business intelligence 

platforms integrated with the their digital signage system. This solution, which combines digital 

signage with analytics and real-time triggers, allows retailers to deliver targeted, impactful 

content while also fully understanding their audience and the impact of their message.

 

This approach to delivering a smarter digital signage approach or strategy can be even more 

effective when incorporated into a powerful business intelligence platform. A full-featured 

platform can combine the input from smart signage with big data, video analytics and content 

matching to deliver highly relevant, impactful content to shoppers. Even better, a business 

intelligence platform can gather and organize data that will help retailers more fully understand 

their customers and gain a more complete view of their business.
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Smart  Engagement Strategy Basics
 

Traditional retailers are using many different approaches to personalize the shopping experience 

for their customers. Smarter digital signage strategies, with business intelligence integrated,  is 

one of the tools that retailers have adopted to engage customers and provide an extra personal 

touch. One use case or tool used to drive this engagement is anonymous video analytics via 

facial detection. An anonymous video analytics system uses a camera to scan faces for basic 

demographic identification features, and software analyzes the data to determine the age and 

gender of a shopper. This data sent then becomes a trigger delivered from the platform to initiate 

an ad or message that’s relevant to the shopper’s demographic on a digital display. For example, 

a department store may have a home furnishings advertiser who wants to target 30- to 35-year 

old females. When the smart signage system detects the presence of a shopper who fits that 

biometric profile, it plays the advertiser’s targeted ad.
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Elevating Your Signage Strategy to a New Level
 

Intelligent signage  is effective in helping retailers deliver relevant ads to shoppers, but 

incorporating it into a robust business intelligence platform provides even more benefits. A fully 

integrated platform enables retailers to make positive impressions with customers.

 

For example, NEC’s new Analytics Learning Platform (ALP) focuses on delivering key business 

intelligence and triggers that — when combined with a digital signage platform — allow for 

retailers to truly understand the audience and present meaningful and impactful content 

experiences. By combining intelligence and advanced analytics with actions, a retailer is able to 

guide the consumer through the store and aid in driving customer engagements and sales. The 

platform pulls in data from different sources — including POS, sensors, triggers, location-based 

data, alerts and social media trends — to enhance customer engagement.

 

By providing real-time, actionable data, retailers can deliver relevant, impactful messages to 

shoppers. For example, if the platform detects a male 40- to 45-year old in front of a digital 

display, ALP will analyze the customer’s demographics — along with time of day, weather, the 

retailer’s objectives (such as reducing its inventory of sweaters) and other variables — to deliver a 

highly relevant message on the digital display. The platform is designed to enhance the customer 

experience by driving engagement.

 

Data Benefits
 

In addition to delivering the right message to the right customer at the right time, a business 

intelligence system like ALP helps retailers leverage the data to deliver real-time insights on 

traffic behaviors, engagements and impact of specific content on transactions and revenues. 

Retailers now have a tool to help gain a better understanding of their customers and what drives 

them within the stores. ALP enables retailers to better use the data they’re accumulating, so as to 

understand what’s going on in their stores as well as to gauge the effectiveness of their digital 

signage system and content. Analysis of the data will show the impact on sales from content; 

the effectiveness of ads and other messages and which content triggered positive customer 

experiences; shopper demographics: age, gender, time of day; and which parts of the store 

customers are visiting.

Privacy Concerns
 

Using cameras in stores raises several privacy issues. It’s important to stress that cameras 

incorporated into true anonymous video analytics platforms neither capture nor store images to 

be used for identification purposes. These systems do not use facial recognition software, which 

measures biometric features to identify specific people, typically for security and VIP applications. 

Instead, anonymous video analytics platforms use facial detection software that measures non-

identifying demographic characteristics of passers-by and uses special algorithms to determine 

the gender and age range of the audience. Facial detection systems do just that: detect rather 

than identify. NEC’s ALP platform utilizes facial detection in order to deliver the triggers and 

anonymous demographic data that allow retailers to drive engagement and to understand the 

audience within the store, while also not gathering personal data that concern consumers.

 

Taking the Next Step
 

Smarter signage solutions incorporated with a full-featured business intelligence platform 

help retailers enhance the customer experience by driving personalization and engagement. A 

platform like ALP can deliver real-time content and provide data measurement tools that surface 

actionable information. The data analytic capabilities that these technologies enable unlock 

insights about shoppers, inventory, store layout and other factor, enabling retailers to understand 

the relationship between content and conversion rates.
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